CORPORATE PARTNERS

NEPEAN Longwall has formed strong strategic alliances and partnerships with the following companies in order to offer its customers the very best specialised global technologies and products.

NEPEAN
www.nepean.com

Nepean, Australia’s leading privately owned engineering, mining services and industrial manufacturing organisation has unique capabilities to deliver high value, innovative and sustainable solutions for the global mining, energy, transportation and transport. Being part of the group of companies, Longwall, in its discipline, protocols and expertise of a state of the art heavy fabrication and engineering production facility.

NEPEAN POWER
www.nepean.com

Nepean Power (also a member of the Nepean group of companies) is a growing force in the supply of high voltage electrical systems for coal mines throughout Australia.

TAGOR
www.tagor.com.pl

As part of the Kopex Group, Tagor is a roof support manufacturer with an outstanding track record of design competence and manufacturing quality, for manufacturing and fabrication expertise and facilities required of all its components and its expertise and precise stainless steel hydraulic cylinder coating system DURACHROM is a world leading technology offering substantial benefits over the more commonly used electroplating solutions.

PREINFALK
www.preinfalk.de

NEPEAN Longwall is the exclusive distributor of the full Preinfalk range of specialist gearboxes to the Australian mining industry. These high quality gearboxes demonstrate meticulous attention to detail and form an integral part of NEPEAN Longwall’s longwall coal clearance products.

TIEFENBACH
www.tiefenbach-controlsystems.com

Tiefenbach Control Systems GmbH is an acknowledged market leader with unrivalled capabilities in the supply of specialist electro hydraulic control systems for applications in the mining industry. Hildegard and Tiefenbach combine to ensure that the hydraulic valves and electro hydraulic control systems supplied as part of Inbye’s longwall systems offer unsurpassed quality, capability and reliability.

BRANCHES

NEW SOUTH WALES
64 Gardiner Street
Rutherford, NSW, 2320
Tel: +61 (0)2 4932 8944
Fax: +61 (0)2 4932 8536
info.longwall@nepean.com

www.nepean.com
A growing number of Australian miners have recognised the value of NEPEAN Longwall’s comprehensive repair and overhaul services. NEPEAN Longwall works closely with its customers to provide tailored service support adapted to individual requirements. Telebelch products are engineered for our high standards in mining and manufacturing systems meeting regulations and ensuring reliable service life at their products.

Combining Australian Expertise with Global Technologies

- Project Management
- Complete Longwall Systems
- Longwall Coal Clearance Products
- Automotive Repairs & Maintenance
- Surface Coal Mine Methane Plants
- Electro-Hydraulic Control Systems
- Roof Support Systems & Components
- NEPEAN Longwall’s range of longwall mining equipment includes single entry systems to high capacity systems powered by low pressure gas engine powered blowers. NEPEAN Longwall supplies different types of surface gas plants to suit individual customer requirements. These ranges from low pressure gas powered gas plants to high capacity systems for large scale projects in underground mining systems.

The NEPEAN Longwall Range of Longwall Equipment

- Complete longwall mining systems
- Road Support Systems & components
- Ammonia Flood Conveyors & Components
- Stage Loader Systems & components
- Longwall Crushers
- Longwall
tools and machinery Moulded Style"